On-campus housing applications available online.

Housing applications will be available soon and should be initiated by March 28! Please visit our web page for everything you need to know about housing selection. Please be sure to review the live-on requirement for the 2018-19 academic year for eligibility to pursue off-campus options.

Single Selection: Single rooms in Merrill Place (including private and shared bathrooms), Langdon Woods (with private bathroom), and Private Apartments (1/1)

Online Only: Students seeking a single room in Merrill Place or Langdon Woods, or a private apartment may book a room online during single selection at the appointed selection/access time. Singles are limited and selection is based on ranking number.

Individual selection times will be sent via PSU e-mail on Thursday, March 29.

Quad Selection: 4/2 Apartments, Langdon Woods Suites and Mary Lyon Quads

Online: Must be a confirmed group of 4 consisting of continuing students only.

In-person: If one (or more) roommate(s) is not a continuing PSU student (i.e. new or transfer), or if your roommate group is coed, or if your roommate group consists of both grad and undergrad students. Must be a complete group of 4.

Only complete groups of 4 may book during quad selection. Selection times are based on ranking number. The student with the lowest ranking number, within the group, will have first access and should book a space for the entire group. If one or more students leave the group/quad, all students within that group may be reassigned.

Quad spaces are limited, if your roommate group is unable to book a space during Quad Selection, you will have one week to regroup into doubles/triples in preparation for ResNorth Selection.

Individual selection times will be sent via PSU e-mail on Thursday, April 5.

ResNorth Selection: Doubles, Triples, 2/1 Apts., 2/2 Apts., partial groups and individual students who were unable to book a space during the single and quad phases.

Online: Must be a confirmed group of continuing students able to fill a room (double or triple) or 2/1, 2/2 apt.

In-person: If one (or more) roommate(s) is not a continuing PSU student (new or transfer), or your roommate group is coed, or your roommate group consists of both grad and undergrad students, or if you cannot fill the desired room occupancy.

Individual selection times will be sent via PSU e-mail on Thursday, April 12.

Housing Selection is an online process except where otherwise indicated. It is recommended that students who are not seeking a private space or were unable to book a room during single selection, accept enough roommates to fill a room/apt/suite. Partial groups will attend the in-person session of the ResNorth phase.

For more information, please contact your Community Director or Residential Life at 535-2260, reslife@plymouth.edu